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WEAPONS REGt:LATION, MILITARY NECESSITY AND
LEGAL STANDARDS: ARE CONTEMPORARY
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE "PRACTICES"
INCONSISTENT WITH LEGAL NORMS?
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Editors Note:
On Januar:r 18, 1974, Leonard Nicderlehner, Acting General Col.t~"ei,
of the Department of Defense, responded to Representative Donald 1\4.
froser's tetter of IVovember 14, 1973, concerning the "apprcpriateness
under international law of the M·16 rifle, .': In that response. which addressed itself to the propriety of the Af-16, Afr, lW,ederlehner cited as
authority paragraph 4 of Article 2'1 of the 1907 Hague Convention Iva, IV.,
which provl:des, in part, that it is forbidden "to employ arms, projectiles,
or maten'als calculated to cause unneCCS'bary' sUffering.
. The follow,
ing article is a comment on !vIr ..Nierierlehrler's interpretation of that
language.
P

Pentagon representatives have recently ma}ie statements about
the law and legal criteria utilized for decisions concerning the legality
of weapon systems or their actual use in a particular context which
do not adequately reflect previous U,S. or international legal standards, Whether there has been an inadvertent use of ambiguous
words, a deliberate attempt to shift the standard, or something in
between these two poles of subjectivity, is not known,
What is readily discoverable, however; is that recent Pentagon
statements to the House Subcommittee on International Organizations and Movements are inconsistent with a complete map of U.S,
and international legal policies as reflected in the authoritative tj,S,
Army Field Manual, The Law of Land Warfare,' And what is at stake
in this inquiry is not merely the inconsistency, but the dangers to a
proper serving of legal policy through use of the phrases disclosed
below, On the one hand, there is a danger that acceptance of these
phrases will contribute to a wider use of violence, death and destruction. And on the other, there is a danger that certain phrases may
push the subjective standard of criminal culpability to an extreme
* Associate Professor, designat.e, University of Houston; ,LS.D. Candidate, Yale.
1. Department of Defense, OSD Corres. 170Ht Pertinent excerpts of .f\.1r,

Niederlehner's letter can be found in Rovine, Contemporary Pra.ctice of the UniCed
States Relating To Interna.tional Lou" 68 AM, ,J, IN'r'L L. 504, 528-30 (1974),
2, C.S, DEPT, OF THE ARMY, FM 27,10, THE LAW OF LAND WARF'ARE (1956)
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level of specific intent to do something which is unnecessary-an
intent which has never been the threshold and which, if adopted as
the level of criminal culpability, could substantially thwart efforts to
discipline soldiers or sanction violations of the law.
Here, several statements and implications contained in Mr.
Niederlehner's letter to Representative Fraser, Chairperson of the
House Subcommittee, about the "appropriateness under internB.tionallaw of the M-16 rifie'" are used as a focus. There is no attempt
to refute Mr. Niederlehner's conclusions about the legality, per se, of
the M ,J 6, since no detailed analysis of relevant legal policies and
ballistics and medical effects has been completed by the Department
of Defense.' His letter is merely used as a widely publicized example
of recent Pentagon thinking about weapons regulation, and mm'
ments on his actual or inferable misstatements of law are offered to
avoid a public confusion in regard to actual U.S. and international
legal standards.
The first discrepancy involves subjective standards and criminal
culpability. Mr. Niederlehner states that the phrase "calculated to
cause." as contained in the English version of Article 23( e) of the
Annex to the Hague Convention No. IV (1907), will place within the
content of the prohibition of the use of weapons which cause "unnec,
essary suffering" some "element of intent.'" This is an erroneous
interpretation if, by that, Mr. Niederlehner means to create some
new "element of intent" beyond an intent to do an act which causes
unncessary death, destruction, injury or suffering in a circumstance
where one of "reasonable" make-up could reasonably foresee thai
such an act could cause such a death or injurious outcome.
It is by no means clear what Mr. Niederlehner actually meant.
He qualifies his requirement. of an "element of intent" with the fol,
lowing language: "such that members of the Armed Forces cannot
justify the use of weapons inconsistent with attaining a legitimate
military objective. '" But even this language is insufficient for clarity.
One does not know whether he subscribes to a mens rea standard of
the "calculated to cause" or "inconsistent with" variety.' This writer
feels that something in between the two is the proper test, and it
hinges upon the proverbial "reasonable man" and the actual condi,
:3. See Rovine, supra note 1, at 528-30,
4, In regard to poss::hlc illegality see Ih"TERNATlONAL COMMITfEE OF THE RED CROSS
(lCRC), REPORT ON TIm WORK OF EXPERTS ON WEAPONS THAT MAY CAUSE UNNECESSARY
SO>'FFJUNG OR HAVE INDlSCRIMINATE EFFECTS (1973)
OF EXPERTS l.

5, Ravine, supra note 11 at 529.
6. Id.
7. See also id, ("intentionally superfluous").
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tions of decision.' What is clear, however, is that no higher subjective
standard (i.e., commission of an act or adoption of a weapon system
"calculated" to cause unnecessary injury or which is "intentionally
superfluous") is contained in this prescription.
The French text of the 1907 Hague prohibition does not contain
the word "calculated," and the French wording is the only authoritative wording.' The French text, moreover, retained the exact wording
of the earlier 1899 Hague Convention No. II, Annex, Article 23(e)
prohibition. The relevant language is as follows: ". . . of a nature to
cause superfluous injury" (" . . . propres a causer des maux superflus"). Custom has also retained the original meaning and textwriters now merely refer to the principle of unnecessary suffering."
This writer feels, however, that although weapon illegality must substantially hinge upon effects, not upon subjectivities, a criminal prosecution for design, adoption or use of illegal weapons must address
the common mens rea standard of culpability which is based upon a
"reasonable man," foreseeability and actual circumstance. But Mr.
Niederlehner is plainly wrong if it is his contention that Article 23(e)
has been violated only when a weapon or conduct causes suffering or
injury which is "intentionally superfluous."" Since he uses this language along with an exposition of the postulated "element of intent"
theory, one must infer that it is his standard and, then, denounce it
as unsupportable by proper legal analysis.
There is another misstatement of law implied in Mr.
Niederlehner's letter. It is the implication that the Department of
Defense now subscribes to the repudiated "Kriegsraison" theory of
the German war criminals. At the outset it must be emphasized that
it has never been an accepted international legal standard in modern
times that armed forces can employ any form or intensity of violence
which is consistent with or helpful in the attainment of a legitimate
military objective. Such an approach is far too broad. It amounts to
a military "henefit" test as opposed to a military "necessity" test,"
and the military benefit or "Kriegsraison" theory was expressly repu8. See Paust,
Avordance of War,
9, See Fl'-.. l 27
10, See rCRC
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The Nuclear Decision in World War II-Truman's Ending and
8 blT'L LAW. 160 (1974).
lO, s[~pra note 2, at i.
REPORT OF EXPERTS, supra note 4. at 14. para. 21; and infra note

n.
11. Ravine, supra note 1, al529. For a conlrary DOD/DA view see FM 27-10. supra
note 2, at 3 (paras. 2. and 3a), 18 (paras. 34b and 36), 19-20 (para. 41) and 23-24 (para.
56); see also id. at 178 (para. SOl) and 182 (para. 509).
12_ See Paust, su.pra. note 8, at 163-66, 168-69 n.31; Comment, 26 ~'AVAL WAR
COLL REv. 103 (1973); Paust, My Lai and Vietnam: Norms. Myths and Leader
Responsibility, 57 MIL. L. REV. 99, 149-53 (1972)_ See also the remark. of Aldrich in

Proceedings of the American Society of International Law, 67 AM. J. bIT'L L. 148
(1973); the :remarks of Paust. id. at 162; the remarks of Rubin, id. at Hl5.
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diated at Nuremberg in the Von Leeb caseY One could infer that Mr.
Niederlehner adopts the military benefit test through use of the
phrase "use of weapons inconsistent with attaining a legitimate military objective" by implying that he feels that any weapon usage
which is merely consistent with attaining a legitimate military objective would be lawful. But it is not clear that he subscribes to such an
implication. although, for clarity, such an implication must be emphatically denounced.
What is also disturbing, however, is that this sort of implication
(of a new DOD "Kriegsraison" theory) seems consistent with recent
statements made before the same Congressional body by Major General George Prugh, the Judge Advocate General, U.S. Army. General
Prugh stated that "loss of life and damage to property must not be
out of proportion to the military advantage to be gained" (emphasis
added) Y Actually, the rule is that loss of life must not be out of
proportion to what is militarily "necessary" under the circumstances,
and damage to property must not be out of proportion to what is
"imperatively demanded by the necessities of war."15 Although it is
true that General Prugh's words reflect a partial reading of paragraph
41 of the U.S. Army Field ManuaJ,16 that paragraph also reiterates
the "necessity" test through the phrase: "demanded by the exigencies of war," and paragraph 3 of the Army manual makes it clear that
the military benefit or "advantage" test is not the legal standard.
That paragraph states that the law of war "requires that belligerents
refrain from employing any I?ind or degree of violence which is not
actually necessary for military purposes . . . " (emphasis added). The
same paragraph states that military necessity also involves the use
of measures "which are indispensable for securing the complete submission of the enemy as soon as possible" (emphasis added). In regard to property, "[tJhe measure of permissible devastation is found
in the strict necessities of war."17 It is clearly not enough that the
measure is advantageous to, beneficial to or consistent with military
needs. The test is "necessity," not "Kriegsraison."
Another implication in Mr. Niederlehner's letter is that the prohibition of "dum-dum" bullets only applies to bullets which are not
13. See also II U.S. DEPT. OF THE ARMY, PAMPHLET No. 27-161-2, INTERNATIONAL
LAW 248 (1962), quoting from United States v. Von Leeb. Xl TRIALS OF WAR CRIMINALS
541 (1948) and rejecting the "right to do anything that contributes to the winning of a
war."
14. Statement of Major General Prugh, Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Int'l.
Organization. and Movemen.ts of the Comm. on Forel:gn Affairs, 93d Cong., 1st 8ess.,
at 102 (1974).
15. See FM 2'7-10, supra not.e 2, at 3 (para. 3a), 19 (para. 41), 23 (para. 56) and
24 (para. 58).
16. Id. at 19.
17. Id. at 23 (para. 56) (emphasis added). See also id. at 24 (para. 58).
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"fully jacketed."" Such an implication would also be clearly erroneous, since the very purpose of the customary 1899 Declaration on
Expanding Bullets J' was to prohibit certain effects of any hullet
within the human body and not merely certain specific configurations
of bullets. 2 1> That declaration prohibited "bullets which expand or
flatten easily in the human body, such as bullets with a hard envelope
which does not entirely cover the core or is pierced with incisions."21
The listing of partially-jacketed bullets and bullets pierced with incisions was merely illustrative. Moreover, it is clear that the proscribed
effects can be caused by partial-jacketing, a flat top (bullet tip),
cutting off of the tip of a bullet, scoring the surface of the jacket, a
hollow-point, soft lead, a weak jacketing and/or Il tremendous increase in velocity, 22 As the Army Field Manual sets forth, usage has
established the illegality of "irregular-shaped bullets . . . and the
scoring of the surface or the filing off of the ends of the hard cases of
bullets."'" More recent Army publications reiterate these prohibi.
tions. Army Subject Schedule No. 27-1 states that these principles
"have established the illegality of the usc of irregular-shaped bullets
such as dum-dum bullets .. ,"" And Department of the Army Pamphlet No. 27-200 states:
, , ,irregular shaped bullets (dum-dum) and projectiles filled with glll8s
arc examples of weapons considered to be illegal per se; that is, they may
never be used. . Misuse of a legitimate weapon, ~uch as cutting of the
points of issued ammunition, is a violation of the law of warY

An older United States Naval War Code (1900) had also declared
that:
it is forbidden. . (2) To employ arms, projectiles, or materials calculated to cause unnecessary' suffering. Entering especially into this category are . . . bullets with a hard envelope which does not cover the core
entirelY or is pierced with incisions. 15
18. See fulVine, supra nOLe 1, at 529, "The M-16 projectile is fully-jacketed and
not, therefore, violate the prohibition on 'dum~dum' bullets."
19. Declaration on Expanding Bullets, Dec. IV, :l, July 29, 1899, Reprinted at 1
AM ,1. Im'L L, 155 (Supp, 1907).
20. See, e,g., Paust, Does Your Police Force Use Jliega! Wcopons'--An .4pproach
to Decision-kIahing.4 bout ~v'eapons Regulations. (forthcoming article); leRe REPORT
OF EXPERTS, supra note 4. See arsa Connecticut Civil Liberties Union News Release,
.July 26, 1974; Cuntroversy Swirls Ouer Use of Bullet, The Middletown Press (Connecticut) Aug, 3. 1974, at. 1; The First DU.mDum Use Stirs Conneccicut COrlcrol'crsy, N.Y,
Times, Sept. 26, 1974 at 33, col. 1.
21, Declaration, supra note 19,
22. See supra note 14; F:V1 27,10, supra note 2, at 18 (para, 34b); U.S, Dept, of
the Army, Pampblet 1'0.27,161,2, supra nole 13, at 4.5,
2:3. FM 27-1Q, supra note 2, at para, 34.
24, The Geneva Conventions Df 1949 and Hague Convention No, IV, of 1907, at 6
(1970) (unpublished materia;).
25, The Law of Land Warfare-A Self Instructional Text. 5 (1972) (unpublished
material}.
26. Sec \,1 G, HACKWORTH, DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 455 (1943),
do(~s
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The U.S. position at the 1899 Hague Conference was that it should
be forbidden to use "bullets inflicting wounds of useless cruelty, such
as explosive bullets, and in general all kinds of bullets which exceed
the limit necessary for placing a man hors de combat . .. "/' but the
U.S. position was not adopted by the Conference." What was clearly
adopted, however, was a focus on the effects of bullets within the
human body ratber than upon specific bullet configurations. Moreover, it is because of the basic prohibition of unnecessary suffering,
cruelty, torture, unusual injury, aggravation of wounds beyond what
is necessary, the rendering of deat.h inevitable and other such outcomes that legal guidance in this matter must necessarily consider an
interrelated set of norms that are generally referred to as human
rights.
A fundamental norm of human rights which is relevant to this
sort of inquiry is Article 5 of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.'" It states: "No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment." This prohibition
applies in time of armed conflict or in time of relative peace-through
all levels of human violence and circumstarices of state or public need
and military necessity. Moreover, the fundamental prohibition contained in Article 5 of the Universal Declaration significantly matches
the legal policies that are articulated in Geneva law. Common Article
:3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, applicable in time of an internal
armed conflict, also prohibits summary execution (the denial of a
right to a fair trial), inhumane treatment, murder, mutilation, torture, and cruel treatment." To the extent that these policies are
relevant in any given inquiry into the legality of a weapon system or
weapon usage, they should be considered by legal decision-makers so
as to maximize the serving of legal policy. And these legal policies are
certainly going to be relevant in most cases. In regard to norms contained in the law of war, the author agrees with Mr. Niederlehner that
these norms apply to "all weapons" and all bullets, and that the U.S.
is bound by each of these norms.
On a related matter, I also feel that Mr. Niederlehner's letter
about the effects of the U.s. M-16 and the Soviet AK-47 is undt<ly
kind to the Soviet Union's position. It is alleged, prior to completion
27. This was General Crozier's amendment. See Davis, Am-elioration of the Rules
of War on Land. 2 AM. ,I. b;T'L L, 75, 75·77 (1908). The U. S. and Great Britain also
expres@iy intimated accession to the 1899 Deeiarntion during the HID7 Hague Confer~
ence. See ,J. SPAlGHT, WAR RIGHTS ON LAND 79 (1911); A. HIGGl"S, THE HAGUE PEACE
CO""'1RENCES 495-97 (1909). Sec also supra note 18.
28. See U.S. D;;PT. OF THE ARMY, PAMPHLET No. 27·161·2. supra nOte 13. at 44.
29. U.N. G.A. Res. 217, U.N. Doc. Al810, at 71 (1948).
30. See, e.g.. 75 U,N .'1'.8.287, 6 l'.S.T 3516 (1955). Sec also J. BOND, '!HE RULES
OF RIOT-L"'l'ERNAL CaNFLICT A"D TilE LA\V OF WAR (1974).
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of comprehensive tests, that "the lethality-or wounding impact-of
the rlVI-16: does not differ from weapons such as the Soviet Union's
AK-47."31 It is also stated that the "wounds inflicted" are "not substantially different." However, the International Committee of the
Red Cross report of experts discloses the fact that although the muzzle velocity of the Soviet AK -4 7 projectile is slower than that of the
U.S. M-IB, the kinetic energy is much greater for the Soviet projectile."' Since the Soviet AK-47 projectile has almost 23 percent more
energy for transfer to the human body, it seems that it can cause
greater death. injury and suffering. Thus, it would seem to differ from
the U.S. :\1-16 projectile in terms of effects within the human body.
But actual tests may prove that although the Soviet AK-47 has more
energy for transfer it actually transfers about the same amount of
energy to the body as the M-16. We await further tests.
In conclusion, what should be stressed is that the test for permissibility or impermissibility in regard to a weapon system or a weapon
usage hinges upon military "necessity" and not some "benefit,"
"advantage," "consistency" or "Kriegsraison" theory. Since I do not
seriously believe that there has been a change in U.S. or DOD policy,
or that Mr. Niederlehner's letter fairly expresses that policy, I continue to regard as violative of international law the employment of
"any kind or degree of violence which is not actually necessary for
military purposes . . . "33
3L Rovine, supra note 1, at 529.
32. See JCRC REPORT OF EXPERTIi, supra note 4, at 42 (Table IlLl BaUistic fea,
tures), The muzzle velocity of the AK,47 i. 720 m/sec., and that of the M,16 is 980
m/Rec. But the kinetic energy for transfer to the body is 2100 for the AK,47 at point of
release and 1700 for the ;1.1-16 at point of release; or 1600 for t,he AK,47 at 100 meters
and 1300 for the M~16 at 100 meters, Thus. the AK·47 has over 23 percent more kinetic
energy for transfer.
33, FM 27,10, supra note 2, at para. 3a.
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vices" In addition to these two specific prohibitions, nuclear weapon
states are generally obligated to facilitate the development of nuclear
energy throughout the third world' and to make available to the nonnuclear weapon states "the potential benefits from any peaceful applications of nuclear explosions.'" Finally, nuclear weapon states are
obligated to negotiate in good faith on measures designed to end the
nuclear arms race with the eventual goal of complete disarmament.'
In contrast, the non-nuclear weapon states·are bound not only
to refrain from acquiring or manufacturing nuclear explosive devices, '" but also to accept international safeguards and controls on
their peaceful nuclear programs." The requirement is designed to
prevent the diversion of source or special fissionable material to the
manufacturing of a nuclear explosive device. Under the treaty the
safeguards are to be administered by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)."
Thus, India's actions as a non-nuclear weapon state were clearly
violative of the two most critical provisions of the treaty: 1) the prohibition against the fabrication of a nuclear explosive device, and 2) the
application of international controls to peaceful nuclear programs."
6. Id. The Non·Proliferation Treaty makes no distinction between nuclear weap()Us and "peaeeful" nuclear explosives, From a techno~ogical point of view there is no
meaningful difference between a bomb and a Hplowsharell device. In order for the Non~
Proliferation Treaty to be effective, therefore, controls must be applied to all nuclear
explosive devices. M, \VILLRICH, NOi"~~PROLIrERATION TREATY: FRAMEWORK FOR NUCLEAR
ARMS CONTROL 69-70 (1969); Firmage, The Trea.ty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, 63 AM. J. INT'L L. 711, 722 (1969); Bunn, Nuclear Non·Praliferation Treaty.
1968 WIS, L, REV. 766, 772; 27 PAKISTAN AFI'AIRS, supra. note 1, at 3. See generally.
Gorove, Distingu.ishing "Peoceful" from "Militar:;/' Uses of Atomic Energy, Some
Pacts and Considerations, 30 O,S,L.J, 495 (1969),
7. NPT, art. IV, para. 2. The obligation to aid the nuclear development of the
third world also applies to advanced nOllwnuclear weapon states such as Canada.
8, [d. art, V,
9, [d, art. VI.
10. [d. art, II.
11. [d.

art, III.

12. [d, See generally Questor! Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and the International Atomic
24 INT'L ORG. 163 (1970), The treaty does not set forth
specific safeguard requiremenw. It- merely requires that non-nuclear weapon states
conclude safeguard agreements witn the lAEA, The agreements must be designed so
as to provide effective monitoring of the use and production of source (natural uranium) or special fi:.;sionab1e material fenriched uranium),
13, India has consi~tent1y resisted international controls over the peaceful nuclear
programs of the non"nuciear weapon states. In the Indian view;
Institution of international controls on peaceful reactors and power stations is like an attempt to maintain law and order in a society by placing
all its law-abiding citizen~ in custody while leaving its law-breaking elements free to roam the streets.
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Since India has never signed or ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
the legality of India's nuclear explosion hinges on whether the NonProliferation Treaty represents cush,mary international law to such
an extent that its provisions are binding even upon states that are not
a party to the treaty.
Treaties, especially multilateral treaties, are commonly cited by
writers, judges, and lawyers as evidence of customary international
law. ,. A treaty may be either declaratory of customary international
law as it already exists, or it may, in itself, be the formulation (fans
et origo) of a new legalnorm. '5 The validity of a declaratory treaty
as evidence of customary international law can be tested by examining the practice of states prior to the formulation of the treaty. Conversely, a treaty which attempts to create a new legal norm must
achieve a high level of adherence before that norm can be considered
a part of customary int.ernationallaw. The Non-Proliferation Treaty
deals with an uncertain area of international law and thus contains
elements of both types of treaties. It is necessary, therefore, to examine both state practice prior to the formulation of the NonProliferation Treaty and the degree of adherence to the treaty.
Also, the subject matter of a treaty has a significant effect upon
how,quickly that treaty becomes a part of customary international
law. Accordingly, the purposes of the Non-Proliferation Treaty and
the motives of its chief proponents, the U
and the U.S.S.R. must
be considered.
A. State Practice
State practice as evidence of customary international law in the
area of nuclear non-proliferation must be weighed carefully. The decision to go nuclear has been in the past and, for the foreseable future,
will be a decision that is based upon economic, military, and political
factors rather than upon legal analysis. The practice of the large
majority of nations which have no nuclear capability whatsoever
must be discounted accordingly. Nevertheless, state practice before
and after the Non-Proliferation Treaty came into force indicates that
there may be an emerging norm of international law against the
development of nuclear weapons by non-nuclear weapon states. The
practice has generally taken the form of 1) unilateral declarations, 2)
Statement
the Representative of India to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Conference, Aug. 12. 1965, ENDC/PV. 223. at 5-21; quoted in ]\,i. WILLRICH. supra note 6,
at 124.
14, On multiiateral treaties as sources of international law, see W. COPUN~ THE
FCNCTlONS OF IN'fERNATIONAL LAW 8~10 (1966); Baxter, j\1ultUateral Treaties as Evi~
dence of Customary International Low, 41 BRIT. Y.B. INT'L L. 275 (1965·66).
15. Baxter, supra note 14, at 277.
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the de-lluclearizatioll of certain geographic areas, and 3) limitations
upon the testing of nuclear weapons."
1. Unilateral Declarations
The most significant renunciations of the right to manufacture
nuclear weapons have been made by West Germany and India, The
West German pledge was made in connection with that country's
entry into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in 1954," The
pledge, however, prohibits only the manufacturing of nuclear weapons, It does not prevent their acquisition by other methods, Also, the
continued legal validity of the pledge has been open to question in
recen t years"
The Indian renuncation of nuclear weapons has taken the form
of general pronouncements by various government leaders," The primary thrust of these statements is that India will develop nuclear
energy for exclusively peaceful purposes, It is true, however, that such
promises cannot be taken as irrevocable commitments that are legally binding upon future Indian governments,~' Also, India makes a
distinction between peaceful nuclear explosives and nuclear weapons,
a distinction not generally made by the great majority of nations,"
Nevertheless, India's declarations had created expectations among
the nations of the world and to ignore these expectations is a serious
breach of trust, if not of international law, by India,"
2, Nuclear Free Zones
Another important development in the area of nuclear nonproliferation has been the emergence of "nuclear free zones," The
zones have been created by multilateral treaties which have received
widespread support. The first such area was created by the Antarctic
16. 8ee genAral(}, M.

WILLRICH,

supra note 6, at 53·66; G.

DELCOIGNE

& G. HmnN57-SO

STEIN, NON-PROLIFERATION DES ARMES NUCLEAIRES lIT SYSTEMES DE CONTROLE

(1970),

17. 1\.1. WILLntCH, supra note 6, at 53,
18. Id. See also Willrich, West German.Y's Pledge ;Vot to Manufacture Nuclear
Weapons, 7 VA, ,J, I~'''L L 9! (1966),
HL SeE' India !'Jews, ,June 14, 1974, at 3, coL 1 for comments on the development
of' nuclear weapons by Prime 1Vlinister Nehru (1957), President Prasad (1958), Prime
"Minister Shastri (19641; and Prime !vlinister Gandh~ (1968). See also STOCKHOLM INl'ERNAl'ro~AL PEACE REsEARCH 1~STfTFl'E, THE ~EAR-NttCLEAR COUNTRIES AND THE NPT
22-2~1 (1972); S, WILLIAMS, 1)IE C.S" INDIA AND THE BOMB 3g (1969),
20, Kapur J Nu.clear Weapons and In-dian Foreign Poli:cy A Perspecti:-'(!, 27 \\tOHLD
TODAY ,179, 380-81 (1971),

21. India insists that its development of a nuclear eXPlosive device is for peace:'ul
purposes and therefore cannot be considered a weapon" India News, June 14, 1974, at
3, coL 3, rv10st countrieR contend that given the state (If nuclear technology no such
distinction can reasonably be made. Soe note 6 "upra,
22, Wall Street Journal, May 31,1974, at lV, co;. 2,
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Treaty of 1959 which prohibited all nuclear explosions in that region.'" A second nuclear free zone was established by the Treaty
Governing the Use and Exploration of Outer Space, which entered
into force in 1967. The treaty prohibits the placement of nuclear
weapons in orbit around the earth, on celestial bodies, or on space
stations." The third nuclear free zone was created by the Treaty
Prohibiting the Placement of \iudear Weapons or Other Weapons of
Mass Destruction on the Seabed.~' The treaty entered into force in
1972 and differs from the other two treaties in that it was specifically
designed as an arms control agreement.
Each of the three multilateral treaties deals witb areas generally
considered to be international in character. They represent the joint
efforts of the two countries who have the technology and resources to
carry out nuclear activities, the United States and the Soviet Union.
The almost universal acceptance of the three treaties by nuclear and
non-nuclear weapon states alike has probably already elevated the
treaties to the status of customary international law.
There have also been significant attempts to create nuclear free
zones in Latin America and Africa. The Latin American effort can
be traced to a working resolution concerning the de-nuclearization of
Latin America that was introduced in the United Nations General
Assembly by Chile, Bolivia, Brazil, and Ecuador in 1962." Following
a General Assembly resolution endorsing the de-nuclearization of
Latin America," negotiations among the Latin American states produced the Treaty of Tlatelolco which was opened for signature on
Fehruary 14, 1967." The provisions of this treaty are stricter than
those of the \ion-Proliferation Treaty in that the parties to the Treaty
of Tlatelolco may not permit the deployment of nuclear weapons by
other states on their territory. Also, parties to the Treaty of Tl atelolc 0
may not aid any other state (nuclear weapon state Of non-nuclear
2:1. The Antarctic Treaty, art. V, para. 1 [19611 1 U.S.1'. 794. T.LA.S. No. 4780.
402 U.N.T.S. 71 (1961). Sec also G. DELCOIGNE, supra note 16, at 61-63.
24-. Treaty on the Principles GDverning the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use of Outer Space Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, done Jan. 27,
1967,18 C.S.T. 2410. T.LA.S. No. 6347. See ai,a, G. DELCOlGNE. supra note 16, at 6364; M. WILLHICH, su.pra note 6, at 57.
25. Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of)iuclesr Weapons and Other
\Veapons Df r.,,1ass DestructiDn on the Seabed and the Ocean FlooT, done Feb, 11, 1971 1
23 l'.S.T. 701, TJ.A.S. No. 7837, See a!so G. Dl<iliCOtGNE, supra note 16 l at 64~6f:i,
26. G, DELCOIG~E, supra note 16, at 5R
27. GA &5.1911,18 U.N. GAOR Supp. 15. at 14, U.N. Doc. N5515 (1963).
28. G. DELCOIGNE, 8upro note 16, at 59. As of 1970, the treaty had been signed by
22 states and ratified by 15. Jd. at 183-84, The text of the Treaty of Tlatelolco may be
found in 22 C.S.T. 762, 1'.LA,S. No. 7137.
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weapon state) in the manufacturing of nuclear weapons." The NonProliferation Treaty permits the deployment of nuclear weapons on
the territory of non-nuclear weapon states and allows a non-nuclear
weapon state to aid a nuclear weapon state in the manufacturing of
nuclear weapons."
The provisions under which the Treaty of Tlatelolco will come
into force, however, are almost impossible to fulfill." The treaty cannot enter into force for the entire zone until it is ratified by all states
of the region.'" Similarly, the treaty cannot enter into force until all
nuclear weapon states ratify Protocol II, whereby these states pledge
not to use nuclear weapons against parties to the treaty nor to encourage or participate in any violation of the treaty."
The Treaty of Tlatelolco, however, recognizes that signatory
states "have the imprescriptable right to waive, wholly or in part,"
the conditions under which the treaty comes into force." Fourteen
states of Latin America have exercised this right and for these states
the treaty is now in force."
Efforts have also been made to create a nuclear free zone in
Africa. At first, these efforts centered around African concern over
French nuclear testing in the Sahara desert." With the passing of
French Algeria, the focus moved toward a general de-nuclearization
of Africa. As a result, two resolutions were passed by the United
Nations General Assembly which called upon all states to respect
Africa as a nuclear free zone." Despite these efforts, no further prog._-----_._._._.
29. Treaty of Tlateloico. supra note 28, art. I.
30, M. VVJLLRlCH. supra note 6, at 57; G, FISCHER, THE

NON-PROLJFERATIO~ OF

Nl.:CL"AR W.:APONS 60 (1971),
31. ~1. WILLRICH, supra nOte 6, at 56. The conditions under w'b·;ch the Treat.y of

Tlateloko takes effect are set forth in Art ide 28 of the treaty.
32, Treaty of Tlatelolco. su,pra note 28. art. XXVIII, para. la. The requirement
that ratifications of the treaty be unanimous implicitly acknowledges that the treaty
cannot be imposed as customary international law upon non-consenting states,
.3.3, Treaty of Tiateiolco, supra note 28, art, XXVIIl, The tre.tv defines a nuclear
weapon as Hany device which is capabJe of releasing nuclear energy in an uncontrolled
manner and which ha~ a group of characteristics that are appropriate for use for
warnke purposes." Jd. art. V. Under this definition India's device is a nudear weapon.
India, therefore, must sign Protocol II before the treaty can corne into force,
34. Id. art. XXVIIl. para, 2,
35. G, DELCQIGNE, supra. note 16, at 183-84.
36. [d. at 59,
37, Jd, at 59-60,161·162. The resolutions are G,A. Res, 1652,16 U.N. GAOR Supp,
17. at 4, U.N. Doc. A/5Wa (1961) and G.A. Res. 2033, 20 U,N. GAOR Supp. 14, at g,
r,]\:. Doc, A/6G14 n965L The former resolution passed by a vote of ,S5~O with 44
abstentions. The latter resolut.ion also passed without opposition, 105~O, with 3 abstentions. The change in the voting pattern reflects the change in attitude of the l~nited
States and the Soviet IJnion with respect to nuclear non-proliferation. G. DELCOIGNE,
supra note 16, at. 60-61.
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ness has been made toward the de-nuclearization of Africa. The fail-

ure probably reflects African concern over the policies of the Union
of South Africa in regard to nuclear non-proliferation."
3. Limited Test Ban Treaty
A final element of state practice in regard to nuclear nonproliferation is the Limited Test Ban Treaty." Although the treaty
is primarily an arms control measure with environmental overtones,
it has served to restrain the proliferation of nuclear weapons by making their development much more costly." The treaty is also significant because, unlike the outer space and seabed treaties, it is applicable to several states wbo have the capability and motivation to conduct the proscribed activities. The inability of the international legal
system to prevent French defiance of the treaty indicates the necessity of complete adherence to snch treaties. In this respect, Indian
disregard of the Non-Proliferation Treaty is analogous to French violations of the Limited Test Ban Treaty.
B. Adherence to the Non-Proliferation Trea~y
The Non-Proliferation Treaty can be traced to a United Nations
General Assembly resolution on the "Prevention of the Wider Dissemination of Nuclear Weapons" which was unanimously adopted on
December 4, 1961. 41 After several years of U.S .. -U.S.S.R. negotiations under the auspices of the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Conference," the tinal draft of the treaty was presented to the General
Assembly for consideration. The Assembly approved the treaty on
,June 12, 1968 by a vote of 95 to 4, with 21 abstentions.'" The treaty
was opened for signature on July 1, 1968 and entered into force on
March .5,1970 with 97 signatures and 47 ratifications.'" At the present
time 82 states have acceded to or ratified the treaty." To date, only
India has violated the treaty's ban on the manufacturing of nuclear
explosives by a non-nuclear weapon state. The widespread acceptance of the treaty must be considered persuasive evidence that the
a8, The Union of South Africa has not ratified or acceded to the Non~ProHferation
1'reaty, TRF..ATIES IN FORCE\ Jan. 1, J974, at 366.
39< Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space
and Under Water, d(me Aug< 5, 1963< 14 U<S<T< 1313. T<LA,S, No, 543:1. 480 U.N,T<S,

4:"
40. ?vI. 'WILLRICH, supra r.ote 6, at 55,
41. Id, at 61.
42. F'or a legislative history of the treaty see M.
PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 52-62

'WILLR1CH,

(C,F,

43, GA Res< 2373. 22 U<N, GAOR Supp. 16A, Ilt
44, See note 3, supra.
45. TREATIES IN FORCE, Jan. 1, 1974, at 366,

supra note 6. at 61·66;

ed. 1969).
U.N. Doc. Al6716 (1968)<

BARNABY
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treaty has attained at least some measure of independent juridical
status as customary international law.
Ylany of the non-adherents to the :'Jon-Proliferation Treaty,
however, are those nations which have the technology and resources
to go nuclear in a relatively short period of time. Countries such as
BraziL India, ,Japan, South Africa, Pakistan, West Germany, Egypt,
and Israel have refused to give up their nuclear option by ratifying
the Non-Proliferation 'l'reaty." The People's Republic of China and
France have not become parties to the treaty, although both have
indicated that they will abide by its general terms," Since the success
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty is dependent upon near unanimous
adherence to its provisions, the practice of these states is crucial. The
decision of India to exercise its nuclear option will put political pressure on other st.ates, particularly Pakistan, to go nuclear. At the same
time, India's actions have made it easier for other stat€s to argue in
favor of the legality of the development of nuclear explosives by nonnuclear weapon states. India's nuclear blast is therefore a serious
blow to the formation of nuclear non-proliferation as a norm of customary international law.
C. Purposes of the Treat}'
Humanitarian treaties, because of their universal nature, become norms of customary international law more quickly than do
those treaties which are based upon political or economic bartering."
Although the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is certainly beneficial to all mankind, it would appear that the driving force behind the
Non-Proliferation Treaty was primarily political and not humanitarian. The main proponents of the treaty, the United States and the
Soviet Union, see the treaty as a means of freezing the nuclear status
quo" The failure of the United States and the Soviet Union to reach
meaningful agreement on disarmament measures brings into question their motives in proposing the ~on-Proliferation Treaty. It is
unlikely, tberefore. that the near-nuclear states that are not parties
to the Non-Proliferation Treaty will feel bound by its provisions as
long as the expansion of nuclear arsenals by the nuclear weapon
states continues,
II. OTHER PRINCIPLES OF INTERC'lATIONAL LAW
In addition to arguments based upon a general legal norm
---.-~

46,
47.
4g,
49.

..

---~

~--

ld.
Smith. supra note 3. at 341-42 n. 40.
Baxt,er. supra !"lote 14, at 286.
G. FISCHER, supra note 30, at 67; Ehrlich, The Non-Proliferation 'Treaty and
Peaceful Uses of Nuclear ExpiosiL'es, 56 VA. L. REV. 587, 588-89 (1970).
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against nuclear proliferation, India's nuclear explosion has been attacked on several other grounds. It has been suggested that India: 1)
violated bilateral agreements with Canada concerning nuclear aid, 2)
violated the Limited Test Ban Treaty by allowing radioactive fallout
to enter Pakistan, and 3) disregarded universal humanitarian principles by expending large amounts of money on nuclear explosives
while a great number of Indians live in poverty.
A. Canadian A.greements
Canada has been the most important contributor of foreign aid
toward the development of Indian nuclear technology. The agreements under which this aid was made available to India were concluded several years prior to the Non-Proliferat.ion Treaty. They do
not. provide for strict controls over Canadian supplied materials.
India has merely agreed that the materials shall be used for exclusively peaceful purposes.""
India asserts that it has not violated the aid agreements for two
reasons: 1) the materials used for the nuclear explosive device were
completely indigenous," and 2) the explosion was conducted for
peaceful purposes. While it is technically correct that the materials
for the device were totally indigenous, the plutonium used in the
blast was produced by CIRUS, a 40 megawatt research reactor jointly
built by Canada and India." Also, it is indisputable that India was
aware of Canada's position that there is no difference between a
nuclear explosive device and a nuclear weapon." Canada's position
was made clear in a lett~r from Prime Minister Trudeau to Prime
Minister Gandhi:
Th~ use of Canadian supplied mat.erial, equipment and facilities in
India that is aL elRus. RAPP I find RAPP II ~r missile maLerial from
these factories, for the development of a nuclear explosive device would
inevitably call on onr part for a reassessment of .our nudenr co~operation
arrangement with India, a position We would take with any other non~

50. Sullivan, Ind£an Attitud{~s on International Atomic Energy Controls, 43
353, 358 (1970); See generally, GoroVf', Control over .4toms-for-Peace
under Carwdl:an Bilateral Agr('cments with other Nations, 42 DENVER L. CEN. J. 41

PACIF.lC AFFAIRS

(1965).
51. Press Release ~o. 5/74, Information Service of India, ~1ay 21,1974, at 3; Press
Release No. 7/74, InfonuaLion Service of India, May 31,1974. at 1; Press Release No.
5/74, Information Service of India! June 17, 1974, at 2 (text of Ambassador Kaul's
address to the National Press Club); ld. at 5 (text of the question and answer session
following Ambassador Kaul's speech).
52. NEWSWEEK, ,June 10, 1974, at 45.
53. See the :,cmarks of Canadian Foreign l'.1inister Mitchell Sharp reprinted in
FOREIGN AFFAIRS PAKISTAN at :38-40 (unpublished material available from the i':mbassy
of Pakistan)_
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arrangements in

There is, of conrse, the possibility (contemplated in the NonProliferation Treaty) that arrangement.c, acceptable to the international
community will be developed for the provision of peacefd nuclear explosive devices, In such an event we would of course have no cause for
concern if such service (without the transfer of technology relating to the
nuclear explosive device itself) were Ir:ade available to India by existing
nuclear weapons States using their ovm nucicar material or plutonium
provided by India for this purposeY

Prime Minister Gandhi's reply evaded the issue of nuclear explosive
devices by stating:
The obHgations undertaken by our two Qt.)vernments are mutual and they
cannot be unilaterally varied. In these circumstances it should not he
necessary now in our view to interpret these agreements in a particular
way based on the development of a nypothetical contingency.~5

Nevertheless, the beginnings of this "hypothetical contingency" occurred less than a year later when, in the summer of 1972, Mrs.
Gandhi ordered scientists to begin work on India's first nuclear explosive device," It must be concluded, therefore, that India has at least
violated the spirit. if not the letter of the agreements with Canada.
This evaluation is borne out by Canada's swift suspension of nuclear
aid to India following the detonation of India's nuclear device,"
B. Limited Test Ban Treaty
The Limited Test Ban Treaty, to which India is a party, prohibits underground nuclear tests that would cause "radioactive debris to
be present outside the territorial limits of the State under whose
jurisdiction or control such explosion is conducted,"" India claims
that the test was "clean" and that no radioactivity was detected by
a helicoptor Hying 100 feet above ground zero thirty minutes after the
blast." The assertion has been challenged by Pakistan and United
States intelligence sources," Thus, the facts are in dispute. However,
even if it could be conclusively shown that India had violated the
Limited Test Ban Treaty in this instance, such a result would not bar
India from detonating other nuclear explosive devices. Only if India
~)4"

rd. at. 41·42.

55, ld
[)CL NEWSWgEK,

supra. note 5'2, at 42,

ft7. FOREIGN AFFAIRS PAKISTAN, supra note 53, at. 38; New York Times, May 2:,
1974, at L coL 2; Id May 2:1, 197·>, at 1, coL 4,

58. Limited Test Ban Treaty, supra note 39 art. I. para. 1.
59. NEWSWEEK, supra note
at 45; Press Helease No. 7/74, supra note 4-6, at
j

60. FORE[G~ AFFAIRS PAKISTAN, supra note 53, at 56; '27
supra note 1, at 4: NEWSWEEK, supra note 52. at 45.
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were unable to provide adequate safeguards against radiation leakage
would the Limited Test Ban Treaty be a significant legal deterrent
to India's development of nuclear explosive devices.
C. Humanitarian Principles
The humanitarian argument against the Indian nuclear blast is
based upon tbe incongruity of developing nuclear explosives in a
nation that has so many economic and social problems.'1 Translated
into legal terms, the argument would require that a nation expend its
resources to fulfill the basic human needs of its populace before any
of those resources could be allocated to other areas. Although humanitarian principles of international law have made great progress in the
past few years, a norm governing the expenditure of internal resources has not yet emerged. The concept is too far-reaching in that
it would prevent a nation from allocating its resources to those projects which that nation, through its own decision making process,
concludes must be undertaken. The level of military expenditures in
the world is ample proof that such a norm of customary international
law does not exist.
The argument is particularly weak when it is applied to India's
nuclear program. India spends only about one percent of its national
budget on nuclear research. The cost of developing the nuclear explosive was less than $400,000." In addition, as early as 1968 opinion
polls showed that over 75 percent of the Indian public was in favor
of making the decision to go nuclear." In view of these facts, the
expenditure of $400,000 must be regarded as a conscious national
decision to pursue the possible benefits of nuclear explosive devices.
However the logic of the decision may be criticized, the legality of the
act in regard to humanitarian principles of international law cannot
he questioned.
III. THE INDIAN POSITION
India's defense of its nuclear explosion is based on three arguments: 1) the Non-Proliferation Treaty is discriminatory and therefore has no legal effect on states not a party to that treaty, 2) the
61, For a good sampling of this attitude in the American press., see AMERICAS
a series of six pamphlets published by the Embassy of Paki
stan.
62, Press ReJease No, 8174, supra note 51, at 7~8. The figure of $400,000 refiecrs
oniy the cost of building the explosive device. The resBarch and development was a
"free spin-off" of the Inci:an nuclear power program, The hole for the nuclear devke
was dug by hand. '\1alloy, Critica! for the Afasses , rrhe National Observer, August 24,
MEDiA AND INDL.... 's BOMH,

1974, at 16, coL 2.
6~i,

Kapur. supra not. 2(). at 381,

M
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Indian nuclear program is for peaceful purposes only, and 3) India,
as a matter of self-defense, has a right to retain a military option in
conjunction with its nuclear program." Each of these points will be
discussed in turn.
A. Discriminatory Nature of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
It has been a long-standing position of the Indian government
that any nuclear non-proliferation treaty must embody an acceptable
balance of mutual obligations between the nuclear and non-nuclear
powers, be a step toward the achievement of general and complete
disarmament, and be void of any loopholes which might permit nuclear or non-nuclear powers to proliferate nuclear weapons in any
form." In the Indian view, the Non-Proliferation Treaty is discriminatory because it fails to meet any of the three requirements.
Concerning the mutuality of obligations, India's greatest objec·
tions are to the international controls over the peaceful nuclear programs of the non-nuclear weapon states." The objection is merely one
in a long line of Indian objections to any system of international
nuclear controls that does not encompass all countries, including
nuclear weapon states." India opposed the formation of the International Atomic Energy Agency and has consistently attempted to
make its own nuclear program as independent as possible from foreign assistance and safeguard measures." This attitude is reflected
in India's preference for loose bilateral agreements concerning nuclear foreign aid."
Also, the vast amount of inspection experience is in the West."
The emerging nations of the third world are distrustful of such agencies as the International Atomic Energy Agency which might easily
be dominated by inspectors from the developed countries." In addition, keeping the proper records and maintaining nuclear facilities in
such a manner that inspections can be thorough and effective are very
costly to the host nation." The cost of the safeguard program is not
dealt with directly in the Non-Proliferation Treaty and therefore pro-

-----
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64. See S. WILL1AMS, supra note 19, at 45.
65. These provisions are part of G.A. Res. 2028, 20 U.N. GAOR Supp. 14. at 7-8.
U.r-;. Doc. A/6014 (1965). Prime Minigter Gandhi has stated that the Non-Proliferation
Treaty t6 unacceptable to India because it does nDt conform to the mandate ofRe501u~
tion 2028. g, \VILLI..?,MS supra not.e 19, at 44.
66, Sullivan, supra note 50. at .355·56.
67. Id.
68. Ed. at 356-58.
69. Jd.; S. WILLIAMS, supra note 19. at 61.
7f). Questor, supra note 12, at 167.
71. ld. at 165,
72. Jd, at 164-65.
j
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vides a legitimate cause for concern among nations such as India that
are trying to develop their nuclear industries as quickly as possible.
A second aspect of the mutuality of obligations problem is that
the Non-Proliferation Treaty imposes a policy of non-armament on
the non-nuclear weapon states while allowing nuclear weapon states
to continue the arms race." From the Indian viewpoint, the provisions of the Non-Proiiferation Treaty concerning disarmament by the
nuclear weapon states are too vague to be considered a quid pro quo
for India's relinquishment of its nuclear option." It is the Indian
position that for a disarmament provision to be effective it must have
a specific time limit within which all nuclear weapon proliferation
will be halted. The wording of the provision must be sufficiently clear
to create a definite juridical obligation for the nuclear weapon
states." In this respect, the Indian position inextricably links nuclear
non-proliferation with disarmament on the part of the nuclear
weapon states.;"
B. Peaceful Nuclear Explosive Devices
The second major Indian objection to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty is t.he treaty's failure to distinguish between peaceful nuclear
explosive devices and nuclear weapons." India views the failure as an
attempt by the nuclear weapon states to extend their monopoly on
nuclear weaponry to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.;' At the
present. time, peaceful nuclear explosives are still experimental." Article V of the Non-Prolifera tion Treaty which guarantees that nuclear
explosive devices for peaceful purposes will be made available to nonnuclear weapon st.at.es could be thwarted simply by the foot-dragging
of the nuclear weapon states in the area .of nuclear explosives research. In effect, the non-nuclear weapon st.ates' access to the possible benefits of peaceful nuclear explosives would be dependent upon
the willingness of the nuclear weapon st.ates to allocate funds for
nuclear explosives research. Stl This type of technological subservience
73. Sullivan, supra note 50, at. 366~ S. WILLIAMS, supra note 19, fit 50.
74. S. WILLIAMS, supra note 19, at ,1.6·48,
75. [d. at 47·48.
76, ld. at 46. India's disarmament. proposal includes 1) a comprehensive test bun
treaty that provide8 for t.he international control of peacefu: nuclear explosives, 2) a
freeze on the production of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems, and 3) a
reduction in existing st.Qckpiles of nuclear weapons, ld,; Press Release No. 8/74, supra
note 51, at 6·7.
77. STOCKHOLM PEACE INSnTL"TE, supra note 19. at 21; S. WILLL<\MS, supra note 19,
57 -60, See also note 6, supra,
78. S. WILLlA"S. supra note 19. at 59.
79. Brooks & Myers, Plou:shar"f' Eva.luat/on, in NUCLEAR PROLlFRRA'rION: PROSPECTS
FOR CONTROL 87, 101 (B. Buskey & \1. Willrich ed. 1970).
80. G. FISCHER, supra note 30, at 117-18.
at
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is particularly distasteful to nations such as India, which have already developed an advanced nuclear industry,"
The Indian position on the distinction between peaceful nuclear
explosives and nuclear weapons has been joined by several other nonnuclear weapon states," In their view, the use of nuclear energy for
economic development is an inalienable right,"' Any derogation of
this right, therefore, must be non-discriminatory in order to have the
force of customary international law,
C, Nuclear Military Option
The third Indian objection to the Kon-Proliferation Treaty is
that there are inadequate security guarantees for the non-nuclear
weapon states,'" Because of India's insistence that its nuclear program is for exclusively peaceful purposes, the objection is rarely
raised in connection with India's refusal to sign the Non-Proliferation
Treaty. Nevertheless, national security considerations have played
an increa~ingly greater role in decisions concerning India's nuclear
development."
The problem of security guarantees for the non-nuclear weapon
states was recognized at an early stage in the negotiations on the
Non-Proliferation Treaty.'" The United States successfully resisted
incorporation of security guarantees into the treaty itself." To remedy
the deficiency, the Security Council passed the following resolution
on ,June 19, 1968:
The Securi.ty Council,
Nottng with appreciation the desire of a large number of States to

81. Sullivan, supra note 50, at 355, In a<;sE'ssing this atJitl.lde it must be remem·
berE'd thai India views nuclear energy as thE' key to its economic development. See
India I'\ews, June 7, 1974, at 1, col, :: Malloy, supra note 62, at 16, col. L The energycrisis has hit India particularly hard, See Malloy supra note 62, at I! coL 2; Crippling
Shortage, 'I'm>:, April 29, 1974, at 88; Press Release No, 8174, supra nate 51, at 7,
82, Comment, Non,~Proltleration Treaty ond Peaceful Applications of Nuclear
ExplosiVe,', 20 ST.4N, L, REV, 1030,1031 (]968) ,
83. See the Final Document of the Conference of ~on·Nllclear \Veapon States t
Resolution ,) in U,N, Doc, NConf. 3,5/10.at 16-17. Tne Treaty ofTlatelolco also makes
a distinction between nnclear weapons and nuclear explosive devices as long as these
devices are under strict international controL Treaty of Tlatelolco, supra note 28, art.
XVIII.
84. See general!,v, Kapur, supra note 20; Kapur, Peace and Power in India-'s Nflcll?ar Policy, 10 l\SlA~ SURVEY 779 (]970); S. \VILLIAMS, supra note 19, at 50-56; Coffey ~
Nuclear GU~J.rantee.'i and Non·Prol£jeration, 2f} hn'L ORG. 836 (19711: Coffey, Threat,
ReO-ssurallce. and Nuclear Proliferation iI; NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION: PROSPECTS FOR
CONTROL, .'i·upra note 79, at. 119.
85. Sullivan, supra note 50, at 369; Kapur, supra note 20, at 381; Kapur, supra
not.e 84, at 783,784; NEWSWEEK, supra note 52, at 42.
86, M. WIU,RlCH, SIN)TO nate 6. at 1136-67,
87. Jd, at 167.
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subscribe to the Treaty on the Non~ProlifeTation of Nuclear Weapons,
and thereby to undertake not to receive t.he transfer from any transferor
whatsoever of Cludear weapons Of other nuclear explosive devices di~
redly, or indireClly; not to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and not to seek or receive any
assistance in the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices,

Taking into r;orl.s£derati')YJ the concern of certain of these States that,
in conjunction with their adherence to the Treaty On the ;.JonProliferation of Nuclear \Veapons, appropriate measures be undertaken
to safeguard their security,
Bearing in mind that any aggression accompanied hy the use of
nuclear weapons would endanger the peace and security of all States,
L Re':'ognizes that aggression with nuclear weapom: or the threat of
such aggression against a non~nuclear~weapon State would create a situation in which the Security Council) and above aU its nudear~weapon
Sta:.e pel'manent members, would have to act immediately in accordance
with their obligations under the Cnited Nations Charter;

2. H!elromes the intention expressed by certain States that they will
provide or support immediate assistance, in accordance with the Charter,
to any non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty on the ~on

Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons that is a victim of an act or an object
of a threat of aggression in which nuclear weapons are used;
3. Reajfi.rm.s in particu1ar the inherent right, recognized under Article 51 of the Charter. of individual and collective self·defense if an armed
attack occurs against a I\1ember aft-he Vnited Nations) until the Securi:.y

Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace
and security, ~~

India immediately rejected the resolution as being nothing more
than a restatement of the nuclear weapon states' obligations under
the U.:\i. Charter." As such, it does not con~titute a reasonable quid
pro qno for a non-nuclear weapon state's renunciation of nuclear
weapons."" Also, the resolution is so ambiguous that it is almost useless as an effective legal obligation. It does not, for instance, define
aggression or the threat of aggression. '" It does not assure immediate
action, since the guarantees are to be enforced through the mechanism of the Security Council."
88. S/Res./25.5. 23 U.N. SCOR 14:l0th meeting in UJ-:. Doc. S;PV 1430 (1968).
89, g. VVILLlAMS, supra note 19, at 44; Coffey, Nuclear Guarantees and NonPrcliferat£orr, supra note 84! at 837.
90. S. WILUAMS, supra note 19. at 44.
91. Lenefsk,)I, f..],jV, Security Council Res(,lution on Security Assurances for Non~
Nuclear Weapon States, 3 N.Y.U. ,J, Im'L L. & POLITICS 56, 6, (1970). The rcccn' U.N.
paragraph defining aggression may remedy the deficiency.
H2. [d, at 62-63. The point is partiCUlarly relevant since China became a perma~
nent memher of the Security CounciL China could prevent the Security Council from
taking any action in a dispute between itself and India through the use of i~,8 veto
power"
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The inadequacies of the resolution, coupled with the inability of
India to obtain effective unilateral guarantees," has placed India in
a precarious military situation. India is flanked by two host.ile neighbors, Pakistan and the People's Republic of China. Indian military
planners regard Pakistan as a significant but short term threat."'
From the Indian point. of view, the most disturbing aspect of the
Pakistani threat is that nation's membership in SEATO." The Indian concern was shown to be justified by the United States support
of Pakistan during the 1971 Indo-Pakistani war.
The long term threat to Indian security is posed by China.'"
China has the ideology and the military capability to seriously
threaten the independence of India. The war between India and
China in 1962, Chinese nuclear development since 1964, and Chinese
support of Pakistan have caused India to re-evaluate its position with
respect to a nuclear weapons program." Fear of Chinese nuclear
blackmail and the pro bability that within a short time India will have
fallen far behind China in the development of nuclear explosives have
gradually increased pressure upon the Indian government to make
the decision to go nuclear." Indeed, an opinion poll conducted after
the Indian nuclear blast indicates that almost two-thirds of the educated Indian populace want to use India's nuclear technology to manufacture nuclear weapons." It is also interesting to note that India has
been developing a modest space program in recent years. 'OO The technology from the space program could be used as a basis for developing
a nuclear weapons delivery system .'01 In view of the fact that the
feasible use of peaceful nuclear explosives is probably many years
away,'"' it must be concluded that Indian technological development
has been designed to give India an effective nuclear military option
that can be utilized in a relatively short period of time. India's neighbors are justified in regarding India's nuclear blast with suspicion,
despite the pronouncements of Prime Minister GandhLlOa
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
A. Legality of Indian Development of Nuclear Explosiue Devices
There is substantial evidence of a slowly developing norm
against nuclear proliferation. Prior to the enactment of the NonProliferation Treaty, significant steps had been taken toward the
creation of nuclear free zones and against the indiscriminate testing
of nuclear explosive devices. The Non-Proliferation Treaty itself has
received a wide measure of support, both through formal ratifications
and state practice. The provisions of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
must be presumptively considered as part of customary international
law.''' The legality ofIndia's actions, therefore, rests on the validity
of its objections to the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
The objection to the discriminatory nature of the treaty is well
founded. The Non-Proliferation Treaty places no burden whatsoever
upon the nuclear weapon states. The United States and the Soviet
Cnion never had any intention of transferring nuclear weaponry to
other nations."" Also, the ineffectiveness of the treaty's provisions on
disarmament have been demonstrated by the failure of the nuclear
weapon states to achieve meaningful progress in the area of arms
controL There is no adequate compensation given to the non-nuclear
weapon states by the treaty for the obligations which they are required to undertake. IO ' As a result, the control provisions of the NonProliferation Treaty cannot be considered a part of C\lstomary international law. The requirements are violative of a basic, peremptory
norm of international law that all nations are equal in the internationallegal system.''' A conclusion to the contrary would institutionalize in juridical form the inherent inequality between the nuclear
weapon states and the non-nuclear weapon,states.
The objection t{) the Non-Proliferation Treaty's failure to distinunpersuasive of that country's peaceful intentions. See 27 PAKISiAf',; AFFAIRS No. 12,
supra note 1, at 1. In the Pakistani view, "it is a question not only of intentions but of
capabilities." Press Release, Embassy of Pakistan, text of the repJy of the Prime
Minister of Pakistan to the letter of the Prime Minister of India, June 5. 1974, at 1.
104. Baxter. supra note 14, at 290, 299, The Non-Proliferation Treaty is both
deelaratory of existing customary internationai law and ~egi8lative in that it add!:! to
the Jaw of' nuclear non-proliferation. The writer has chosen to treat the .:-JonProliferation Treaty as presumptively representative of 'castomary international law
(i.e., as a declaratory treaty) becawie it is for the most part a continuation and extension of previous efforts in the area of nuclear non-proliferation.
10.5. G. FISCHER, :,'upra. note 30, at 67.
106. Sullivan, supra note 50, at 369.
107, The concept that any nonwproliferation treaty must respect the sovereign
equality of the non~nuc]ear weapon states was articulated in Resolution A of the
Conference of Non-Nucle-ar \Vfapon States, supra note Bat at 5~6.
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guish between peaceful nuclear explosives and nuclear weapons is not
convincing, It is a simple technological fact that there is no difference
between such a device and a bomb. 'U1 Nuclear capability is just as
destabilizing as actual possession of nuclear weapons.IO' It must be
concluded tbat a non-discriminatory non-proliferation treaty which
placed all nuclear explosive devices under international control
would be binding upon states not a party to that treaty.
However, it must also be concluded that India's objection to the
nuclear weapon states' monopoly on nuclear explosives is valid.
Given the right of states to use nuclear energy for economic development. any restriction on the use of nuclear explosives must be universal in order to have binding legal effect.""
The most important objection to the Non-Proliferation Treaty is
the one based on national security grounds. The basis of the objection
lies in the Indian desire to retain a military nuclear option. The
argument, therefore, does not challenge the narrow discriminatory
provisions of the Non-Proliferation Treaty but rather confronts the
assertion that there exists a general international legal norm against
the development of nuclear weapons. It does not apply to the recent
Indian nuclear explosion, which was for allegedly peaceful purposes.
Instead, it is limited to the possibility that India may some day make
the decision to develop nuclear weaponry,lll
It is a peremptory norm of intemationallaw that all nations have
the right of self-defense. 1l2 No multi-lateral treaty, therefore, which
leaves a state not a party to that treaty bereft of reasonable security
guarantees can be legally binding upon that state. The security guarantees accompanying the Non-Proliferation Treaty are inadequate
with respect to such states as lndia l l" Also, after a reasonable attempt, India found that it could not obtain satisfactory unilateral
guarantees without sacrificing its non-aligned status.",j There can be
no doubt that China represents a legitimate nuclear threat to India,ll;
Given the military situation in which India finds itself today, India
lOS, See note 6, supra.
109. See note 97, ,;;upra. The maxim that the threat is often morE' powerful than
itA execution is quite appiicable to this situation,
110. See note 83. supra.
111. In concluding that states not a party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty have
the right" as of the present time, to develop peaceful nuclear explosives as their eco·
nomic needs warrant, the writer has limited the argument to nuclear weapons only,
112, lUi, Cha,ter art. LL
113. Pakistan also considers the security guarantees embodied in the Security
Council rewlution inadequate, 27 PAKIS'fAN AfFArn...S No. 12, supra. note 1, at 4,
114, See Noorani, supra note 9:3.
115, S, VVILLlAMS, supra note 19, at 29; W, \Ventz! supra note 95, at 97.
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would be justified under present standards of international law in
building a nuclear weapons force designed to counter the Chinese
threaL' "
B. Legal Impact Upon Pakistan
It is the saddest and most dangerous aspect of nuclear prolifera··
tion that the acquisition of nuclear capability by one state, even for
legitimate reasons, leads inevitably to the need of another nation to
acquire that same capability ..Just as India was pressured to go nuclear by the Chinese nuclear development, SO too is Pakistan now
being pressured to explore a nuclear option.
Pakistan, however, haR a much less developed nuclear industry
than India.1I7 As a consequence, Pakistan has taken a positive attitude toward the Kon-Proliferation Treaty'" (although it is not a party
to the treaty) and has actively sought security assurances from the
United States and China.'" Given Pakistan's membership in
CENTO and SEATO, and its' cordial relationship with the United
States and China, the securitv assurances of these two countries
against Indian nudear aggression should be adequate at the present
time. K evertheless, by applying the same rationale to Pakistan as
was applied to India in the above arguments, it is difficult to see how
Pakistan can be legally restrained from developing a nuclear explosive device. In view ofIndia's hostile attitude toward Pakistan in the
past thirty years, Pakistan would be legally justified in maintaining
nuclear parity with India.
C. Fu.tu,re of the Non-ProlIferation Treaty
The Non-Proliferation Treaty does not represent customary int.ernationallaw to such an extent that its provisions are binding upon
states not. a party to that treaty. The reason for this unhappy result
probably lies in the fact that the concept of non-proliferation cuts
across the conflicting political and economic goals of the nations of
the world, Translated into legal terms, the Non-Proliferation Treaty
as it. is now const.ituted is basically incompatible with two peremptory norms of international law: the equality of states in the international legal system and the inherent right of self-defense. If the K onProliferation Treaty were made to work it would in effect create a two
tiered international system in which there would be no movement
between the two levels. '''' The handful of nuclear weapon states would
1 Hi See Caffe;.'. Nuclear Guaranr.ecs and ]\ion~Prolifemtton, supra note 84) at 844.
117, STOCKHOLM PEACE l~sTITUTE, supra note 19, at 2fj·21i
118. Id at 26.
119. ld. at 25. See also 27 PAKISTAN AFFAIRS No. 12, supra note 1, at 4; /d., No.
13, at 3.
120, Su1Uvan, supra note 45, at 366.
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dominate the entire system. In view of Secretary of State Kissinger's
recent successes in Moscow and Peking, such a possibility is not so
far-fetched in the eyes of the third world. In this scenario the NonProliferation Treaty would work because the basic international legal
concept of the equality of states would be discarded in favor of a legal
system that reflected and legitimized the political, economic, and
military inequality of states in the late 1960's.
A second alternative would be complete and total disarmament
in regard to nuclear weapons. In this way a new legal norm of nuclear
non-proliferation could be formulated. The norm would be binding
upon all states in that it would be universal in application and would
eliminate the need for security assurances. In contrast with the first
alternative, military reality would be changed so as to allow the NonProliferation Treaty to function within the peremptory norms of state
equality and national self-defense.
final alternative would be the development of multilateral
regional nuclear forces throughout the world.") The need for general
disarmament by the nuclear powers would be eliminated and at the
same time credible security assurances would be available to all the
non-nuclear weapon states. International stability would be enhanced in that the number of nuclear actors would remain low and
relatively constant.
Since none of the above alternatives are likely to come about in
the near future, it must be concluded that nuclear non-proliferation
is a problem that will be handled within the political arena.''' International law and the system of nuclear weapons control put forth in
the Non-Proliferation Treaty are basically incompatible. The prevention of nuclear proliferation will, for the foreseeable future, depend
upon the ability of OUf political leaders to find a just and equitable
solution to this problem.
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